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September 5, 2019 (Thursday p.m.): SPEED DATING WITH THE SPECIALISTS
Designed to be an interactive session where our specialists will be set-up at different “stations.” They will offer up a 5minute pearl (anything they think will be useful to you, could include an interesting article, clinical tidbit, practice
management, new procedure, whatever). Then the remaining 15 minutes will be open for the members to ask questions.
At the end we will come together as a group and the specialists will each pick an interesting question that was brought
up and share it.
October 2, 2019 (Wednesday): Full Team and Doctors:
“EXCEPTIONAL IS THE NEW BASELINE | EXPERIENCE IS THE NON-NEGOTIABLE DIFFERENTIATOR”
Todd Williams (national Four Seasons trainer) has had huge success speaking to large organizations (and small)
throughout the world. His three decades of culture development experience in healthcare, hospitality, and
countless customer-facing industries that includes 20+ years as Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts’ quality
experience and brand trainer. Taking customer service to a different level is what will separate you from all
others out there.
November 20, 2019 (Wednesday): “AN ESTHETIC “NIGHTMARE - THE ULTIMATE CHALLENGE”
Dr. Michael Cohen: 5:15 pm
This case will test your treatment planning skills as you engage in solving this post-treatment esthetic
complication! This is one evening you’ll not want to miss! These types of failures are not often brought in and
discussed with groups. Maui study club did this last year and members requested to do it again this year.
January 15, 2020 (Wednesday): INCREASED EFFICIENCY USING NOBEL BIOCARE’S DIGITAL WORKFLOW
Program event that allows DDSs to flow through the Digital Workflow that a potential implant patient would experience:
-Station 1: CBCT & DTX Planning software (walk through)
-Station 2: Treatment plan integration into X-Guide Navigational Guided Surgery System
-Station 3: Digital Impressions & On1 Concept introduction (intra-oral scanning station set up, file transfer to
NobelProcera lab)
-Station 4: Lab workflow & Fabrication of the final restoration (understanding what happens in the dental lab to
fabricate the final restoration using the STL file sent by your office)
February 19, 2020 (Wednesday): WORKSHOP FOR SUCCESSFUL ESTHETICS II and
HANDS-ON AESTHETIC TOOTH PREPARATIONS WORKSHOP
Dr. Gerry Chiche is a nationally known prosthodontist and greatest educator of our time!! Dr Chiche is an Adjunct
Professor at Georgia Regents Dental College at Augusta University, Augusta, GA.
This program is diverse and unique and provides you, as a member dentist, tools that you’ll need moving into
the future of practical dentistry. Lecture, followed by an actual hand -on session with motors, models, materials
and instrumentation!
March 19, 2020 (Thursday p.m.): TREATMENT PLANNING @ Hiranaka’s Study Club Pavilion
March 25, 2020 (Wednesday): OCCLUSION IN THE EVERYDAY PRACTICE. Then open to questions for second half
day. EVERYTHING UNDER THE SUN…. Okay, ALMOST EVERYTHING!
This evidence-based review of examination, differential diagnosis, current recommendations for splint therapy;
treatment planning and equilibration will emphasize how to evaluate and apply risk assessment and easily
communicate with your patients. Dr. Mark Murphy will then answer your reflections and projection questions on
a wide variety of topics: Occlusion, TMD, Dental Sleep Medicine and Sequencing.
Behaviorally: Communication, Leadership, Team Alignment, Production, Collection, Case Acceptance, Hygiene
Efficiency, Administrators Role, Strategic Planning, Visioning and more.
Prepare your questions in advance, and Mark will come prepared…or think of something ‘on the spot’ and see
what he comes up with. Candid and functional responses from the trenches and nearly 40 years of mistakes
made. This was a very popular speaker from 2 years ago and members loved the opportunity to pick his brain on

a myriad of topics.

May 8, 2020:
May 8, 2020:

Will partner with Nobel Biocare for another excellent speaker 8am – 1pm at the Fairmont Orchid
Followed by the Year End Dinner Celebration that evening @ Hiranaka’s

